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Evaluation of the Crown Land Management Program

Executive Summary
This publication is part of a series summarising program evaluations to enhance the accountability and
transparency of NSW Department of Industry activities. The completed program evaluation template is
attached.

The Crown Land Management Program
The Crown Land Management Program (hereafter the Program) is responsible for the management of
278,000 parcels of Crown land whose total area covers approximately four per cent of the State of NSW. The
Program is responsible for ensuring that Crown land is managed in accordance with legislation and within
broader community standards and social obligations. The Program is comprised of ten key functions including,
for example: bushfire risk mitigation; management of weeds & pests; and planning and assessment functions.

Objective
In the absence of government intervention, the risk and/or severity of fire, weed and pest threats,
contamination and inappropriate development on Crown land would be greater, as would the negative
externalities on surrounding landholders and communities. In addition, the NSW Government’s reputation
could be harmed if it failed to comply with its own legislation relating to land management. Mitigating these
adverse risks saves litigation costs, arising from failure to comply with legislation, reduces private losses to
Government from damage to public assets, and lessens negative externality spillovers imposed on neighbours
and the community. This represents a benefit to the community from the investment in carrying out appropriate
land management activities on land for which the NSW Government is the owner.
The objective of the Program is, therefore, to control and manage human-induced and natural risks on Crown
land for the economic, social and environmental benefit of the State and the people of NSW.

Options
The alternative options for pursuing the objective that were considered in the evaluation of the Program
included:
•
•
•

the existing program with an annual budget of approximately $16.5 million;
transfer of responsibility of certain management functions, including bushfire mitigation, pest and weed
management; and management of derelict mines to other departments or agencies; and
legislative reform to eliminate the current requirement for land assessments, which duplicate planning
control and functions under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and the
establishment of a business centre to investigate and assess remaining landowner (high-risk) consent
applications, development applications and proposed planning instruments affecting Crown land.

Assessment
NSW Department of Industry program evaluations compare the efficiency and effectiveness of alternative
options with that of the existing or proposed program. This involves an assessment of the costs and benefits of
each option relative to the base case of ‘no program’ and, where these benefits and costs have been
quantified, a comparison of the net benefit and benefit-cost ratio (BCR) of each option.
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A qualitative assessment of options to achieve the stated objective was undertaken. The preferred option was
Option 3, legislative reform and the establishment of a business centre. Option 3 reduces market distortions
from government intervention and would achieve efficiency savings from the creation of a dedicated planning
and assessment business centre.
While the existing Program was assessed as providing a net benefit, the option of legislative reform and the
establishment of a business centre was assessed as providing at least the same outcomes at possibly a lower
cost.
The option of transferring responsibility of certain management functions (Option 2) was assessed as
providing a net cost. This option would likely incur increased costs through the complexity of disparate
delegated functions.

Cost Recovery
The evaluation assessed the existing program pricing arrangements relative to the cost recovery principles
outlined by the Productivity Commission in its 2001 Inquiry Report on Cost Recovery by Government
Agencies.
The evaluation found that the program produces mostly public benefits. Application of the Productivity
Commission’s cost recovery principles to the existing Program indicates that the cost of program services
provided should continue to not be recovered.
However the evaluation found that it is efficient and cost effective to recover costs via a fee on individuals or
firms set at ’fully distributed cost’ for planning and assessment activities, which produce mostly private
benefits. Currently the program recovers some of these costs through fees on planning and assessment
activities.

Performance Measures
Key performance measures and indicators measure program performance and progress towards meeting
government policy objectives. They demonstrate how effective a program is in producing the required outputs
and achieving the desired outcomes.
The Program’s output measures include annual hectares of hazard reduction burning and homes protected,
timeliness in respect of planning and assessment decisions and the remediation of three contaminated sites
identified as ‘high risk’ per annum. Examples of the Programs outcome measures include the:
•
•
•

number of complaints from neighbours of Crown land;
customer satisfaction survey’s relating to neighbours and surrounding communities’ satisfaction with
the Program’s management of issues like bushfires, weeds and pests and contamination; and
auditing of individual parcels of land to assess legislative compliance.

Future Evaluations
This is the first evaluation of the Crown Land Management Program as part of the regular Departmental cycle
of evaluations informed by the recently superseded NSW Government Evaluation Framework. The evaluation
concentrated on the qualitative aspects of ‘formative’ evaluation to build capacity of program management to
monitor program performance in the future - problem identification, program logic and KPI design. Under
recent changes to the NSW Government Evaluation Framework, programs will be expected to carry out
‘outcome’ evaluation, measuring the causal impacts of a program’s activities. Data collection will be essential
to enable an ‘outcome’ evaluation when the Program is next scheduled for evaluation under the updated
Framework.
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Attachment: Program Evaluation Template
Division:

Department of Primary Industries - Lands

Program (Current):

Crown Land Management Program

Step 1 - Issue or Challenge and Objectives
a. Describe the issue or challenge that the program aims to address. That is, why should the department
intervene? What would happen in the absence of the program?
The aim of the Crown Land Management Program is to ensure the Department of Primary Industries-Lands
(DPI-Lands) meets its legal and social obligations as a landowner relating to issues like bushfires,
contaminated lands, and planning consents and reviews. The case for government intervention in the
management of Crown land rests on avoiding additional internal and externality costs associated with
increased risks of fire, weeds and pests, contamination and unchecked or poorly planned development.
In the absence of government intervention, the risk and/or severity of fire, weed and pest threats,
contamination and inappropriate development on Crown land would be greater, as would the negative
externalities on surrounding landholders and communities. In addition, the NSW Government’s reputation
could be harmed if it failed to comply with its own legislation intended to address externality market failures
for the benefit of society.
b. Identify the groups that would be affected by the issue or challenge without departmental involvement
(individuals, industry or community).
•

Neighbours and occupiers of land in the vicinity of Crown land would experience economic costs
caused by greater risks of fire, weeds and pests, contamination and poorly or unchecked
development on or near Crown land.

•

The NSW Government would face increased costs associated with a loss in the values of Crown
land and Crown land assets like community halls and showgrounds caused by greater risks of fire,
weeds and pests, contamination and poorly or unchecked development on or near Crown land.

•

The NSW community would suffer a loss of recreational and environmental values associated with
Crown land caused by greater risks of fire, the effects of weeds and pests, contamination and poorly
or unchecked development on or near Crown land.

•

Recreational users and occupiers of Crown land, such as tenure-holders, bushwalkers and campers
would be exposed to greater risks of fire, the effects of weeds and pests, contamination and poorly or
unchecked development on or near Crown land.

•

The NSW community would suffer lower economic growth in the absence of existing departmental
planning and assessment processes which prevents the inefficient allocation of Crown land.
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c. Quantify the impact of the issue in the absence of departmental involvement - the severity of the issue
should be demonstrated with quantitative data where possible on the significance and consequences of
the issue or challenge in the absence of departmental involvement. If no such ‘cost’ estimate exists,
proxy information can be provided to give an indication of potential ‘scale’, such as industry value of
production.
The NSW Crown Estate managed under the Crown Lands Act 19891 covers approximately 42% of the
State, or 360,000 square kilometres, and is valued at $11 billion2. Crown land includes:
• most beaches, estuaries and waterways;
•

Crown roads;

•

land under tenure for grazing, agriculture and reserves for travelling stock;

•

land held under commercial tenures such as marinas, kiosks, restaurants and aged care facilities;

•

recreational areas such as ovals, tennis courts, golf courses, bowling greens and walking tracks;

•

land used for community and cultural facilities including community halls, showgrounds, racecourses,
cemeteries and lighthouses; and

•

land used for tourism facilities such as caravan and holiday parks.

The Crown Land Management Program (hereafter the Program) is responsible for a subset of Crown land
under delegation to DPI-Lands, excluding:
• tenured land that is held under lease, licence or permit;
•

land reserved for public purposes managed by a trust; and

•

travelling stock reserves managed by Local Land Services.

The Program is responsible for the active management of the remaining parcels of Crown land, where there
is no devolved land manager. The Program directly manages almost 278,000 parcels of land totalling
approximately 30,000 square kilometres, or approximately 4 per cent of all land in NSW. This land is valued
roughly at $5 billion, however this does not include the non-economic social value of the land (such as the
community value of biodiversity), which has not been estimated. (Refer to Appendix B for more detail on
individual program activities).
d. Describe who or what created the issue or challenge. Examples include specific industry participants
(such as producers or consumers) and environmental factors (such as the effect of climate change).
The Crown land estate is an historical legacy of colonisation; the residual lands left after the other lands
were alienated into freehold or transferred to other government agencies. Crown land is used for a range of
social, economic, recreational, heritage, and environmental conservation purposes for the benefit of the
wider community.
Because Crown land is owned and retained by the NSW Government for the benefit of the wider community,
the Government has a responsibility to manage the Crown land estate to:
• minimise ‘spillovers’ (negative externalities) imposed on occupiers of land in the vicinity of Crown
land;
•

meet legislative obligations which apply to all landholders in NSW;

•

conserve the natural resources of Crown land where appropriate, where the benefits of management
activities exceed the costs; and

•

ensure that Crown land is allocated to its best use, through appropriate planning and assessment
mechanisms.

1

In addition to the Crown Lands Act 1989, Crown Lands (Continued Tenures) Act 1989, Commons Management Act 1989, Western
Lands Act 1901, and Crown roads under the Roads Act 1993. The Crown land estate does not include national parks, state forests or
other land owned by government agencies which are not defined as “Crown land” and which are not managed under the above Crown
lands legislation.
2
Public Reserves Management Fund Program Annual Report 2013-14, pg. 4.
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e. List current programs or legal instruments (provided by industry or any level of government) which aim
to address the issue or challenge. Could these be altered to address the issue or challenge?
Other Programs

Able to be altered?

Derelict Mines Program
The Derelict Mines Program run by the Division of Resources and
Energy within the Department of Industry aims to reduce or
eliminate risks to public health, safety and the environment from
abandoned mine sites. The program stabilises abandoned mine
sites to prevent further degradation and to optimise the beneficial
reuse of derelict sites. The program has a $3.3 million allocation
for 2015-16. Works undertaken by the Derelict Mines Program
generally focus on remediating the negative impacts on public
and private land.

Yes - The responsibility for the management of
contamination on Crown land in respect of derelict
mines could be transferred to the Derelict Mines
Program. The funding for the Derelict Mines
Program is however limited and may not
adequately address all DPI-Lands priorities and
responsibilities as a landowner to mitigate risk.
Dispersing functions across two agencies would
also make it difficult to co-ordinate an integrated
land management program for Crown land.

Local Land Services (LLS) - Pest and weed control
LLS assists landholders by providing advice and assistance in
eradicating declared pest and weed species, coordinate
management plans, inspect properties for declared pests and
weeds and help land holders to obtain suitable control options.

Yes - It is technically possible to amend the Local
Land Services Act to transfer responsibility of pest
and weed control on Crown land to LLS. If the LLS
Act was amended it may simply result in costshifting to LLS who would need to establish new
systems and obtain additional resources to
implement the changes. Dispersing functions
across two agencies would also make it difficult to
co-ordinate an integrated land management
program for Crown land.

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
The Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979, and the
planning instruments created pursuant to it, regulate most forms
of ‘development’.

Yes - The Act could be amended to exclude the
requirement for an applicant to obtain landowner’s
consent where development or an activity on
Crown land is consistent with the purpose for
which the land has been reserved, dedicated or
held under tenure. This issue is currently on the
table as part of the legislative reforms proposed by
the Crown Lands Management Review.

The EP&A Act requires an “applicant” (for development under
Part 4) or a ‘proponent’ (of an activity under Part 5) to provide the
consent authority (Part 4) or determining authority (Part 5) with
evidence of landowner’s consent prior to the determination of an
application.
Crown Lands Act 1989

Yes - The drafting of new Crown land legislation
provides an opportunity to streamline “land
assessment” provisions under the current Crown
Lands Act 1989 to avoid duplication with land use
planning requirements under the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act.

Rural Fires Act 1997

Yes - the Act could be amended to transfer all
responsibility for fire risk assessment and
mitigation activities to the Rural Fire Service
(RFS). RFS is however a regulatory authority for
fire trails and not a construction authority.
Therefore its ability to do what DPI-Lands
currently does is limited without significant
additional resources.

Contaminated Land Management Act 1997

Yes - The Act could be amended to transfer
responsibility for the rehabilitation of contaminated
mine abandoned mine sites on Crown land to the
Division of Resources and Energy within the
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Department of Industry. Dispersing functions
across two agencies would however make it more
difficult to co-ordinate an integrated land
management program for Crown land.

f.

Identify who might benefit if action [such as the program being evaluated] is taken by the department.
•

Neighbours and occupiers of land in the vicinity of Crown land would benefit from the reduced risks
of fire, weeds and pests, contamination and poorly or unchecked development on or near Crown
land.

•

The NSW Government would benefit from minimising the costs associated with a loss in the values
of Crown land and Crown land assets like community halls and showgrounds that would otherwise
be caused by greater risks of fire, weeds and pests, contamination and poorly or unchecked
development on or near Crown land.

•

The NSW community would benefit from the protection of recreational and environmental values
associated with Crown land that would otherwise face increased risks from fire, the effects of weeds
and pests, contamination and poorly or unchecked development on or near Crown land that would
otherwise be greater.

•

Recreational users and occupiers of Crown land, such as tenure-holders, bushwalkers and campers
would benefit from the reduced risks of fire, the effects of weeds and pests, contamination and poorly
or unchecked development on or near Crown land.

•

The NSW Community would benefit from appropriate departmental planning and assessment
processes leading to the efficient allocation of Crown land and ultimately higher State economic
growth.

g. Statement of Objectives: Determine whether there might be a role for the department in addressing the
perceived problem (i.e. what high-level objective might a potential program achieve?)
Objective: Controlling and managing human-induced and natural risks on Crown land for the economic,
social and environmental benefit of the State and the people of NSW.
Policy Alignment:
The Crown Land Management Program directly meets the:
•

NSW Department of Primary Industries Strategic Plan (2015-2019) strategic priority 2 (create a
positive business environment) optimising benefits from land and forests, (DPI Strategic Plan).

Market Failure:
From an economic point of view, landowners make decisions based on calculating private benefits and
costs. Any costs which are indirectly imposed on other landholders (i.e. negative externalities) are not
factored into the private decision-making process. Purely market-driven decisions therefore often result in
socially unacceptable outcomes that justify government intervention and legislation to redress negative
externalities. This is the case in relation to issues like the mitigation of risk from the spread of bushfires,
pests and weeds and industrial contamination in relation to which acts like the Rural Fires Act 1997, the
Noxious Weeds Act 1993 and the Contaminated Land Management Act 1997 impose legal responsibilities
on all landholders including the Crown. DPI-Lands therefore has a role in ensuring the Crown fulfils its
legislative responsibilities, which are imposed on it (similar to other landholders in NSW) to mitigate the risk
of negative externalities.
Social Equity Goal:
The risks arising from Crown lands fall mostly on rural and regional communities because that is where most
Crown land is located. The impacts of the potential spread of bushfire, pests and weeds and contamination
from issues like abandoned mines would, therefore, be disproportionally borne by regional landholders and
communities without this program.
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Step 2 – Program Options & Design
Identify all potential options for achieving the objective, including those that least impede business activity.
Option 1.

Description:

Existing Crown
Land
Management
Program

Crown land comprises approximately half of the area of the total landmass of the State of
NSW. The responsibility for managing most Crown land has been devolved to local
government, community trusts and tenure holders such as lessees. Where management
has not been devolved to another body or person, legal responsibility remains with the
State Government and it is the Program which manages that land on its behalf. The
Program directly manages about 278,000 parcels of land whose total area is
approximately 30,000 square kilometres, or approximately 4 per cent of the entire area of
the State of NSW.
DPI-Lands is responsible for ensuring that Crown land is managed in accordance with
legislation like the Crown Lands Act 1989, the Noxious Weeds Act 1993, the Rural Fires
Act 1997, the Heritage Act 1977 and the Environment Planning and Assessment Act
1979. DPI-Lands is also responsible for ensuring Crown land is managed in accordance
with broader community standards and the social obligation of Government to protect and
maximise community welfare.
The Program includes the following activities:
• bushfire mitigation works;
•

weed and pest control works;

•

contaminated land mitigation works;

•

assessment of applications for land-owner’s consent;

•

reviews of environmental impact statements;

•

reviews of proposed planning instruments;

•

land assessments and waivers under the Crown Lands Act 1989;

•

removal of dangerous trees;

•

rubbish removal; and,

•

compliance.

See Appendix B for a more detailed description of Program activities.
Resourcing requirements:
The current Program has approximately 54 full time equivalent staff, at an estimated staff
budget of $7 million per annum (assumes a salary of $100,000 per FTE, plus on costs of
30 per cent).
In addition, operating expenses/other funding amounts of approximately $9.5m per annum
contribute to the performance of the activities (listed in Appendix B) of the Program.
Governance arrangements:
Procedures and protocols stipulated in the existing Departmental Governance Framework
apply. In addition the Program has developed or is governed by:
• a suite of DPI-Lands management tools ensuring compliance with current laws,
regulations and central government directions such as regular governance
reviews, governance checklists, and risk registers;
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•

strategic plans relevant to the various activities and projects within the Program;

•

clearly defined roles and responsibilities for Program staff set out in Performance
Development Plans and work plans which clearly delineate duties and
performance targets and expectations;

•

governance tools to reduce the risk of corruption, fraud or misfeasance;

•

regular reviews and analyses of performance targets and results;

•

clear Program objectives and key performance measures;

•

instruments of delegation clearly setting out the legal powers and responsibilities of
Program officers; and

•

information and business systems with in-built governance controls such as:
o

Crown Land Information Database (CLID) Management System which
includes governance controls regarding the granting of contracts, leases
and licenses;

o
o

the Bushfire Risk Information Management System to monitor and manage
bushfire risk;
the Crown Land Operation Geodatabase;

o

the Land Management Database;

o

the Contaminated Lands Register in CLID for the monitoring and
management of bushfire prone sites on Crown land;

o

bushfire Complaints Module in CLID;

o
o

compliance Module in CLID; and
landowner’s Consent Module in CLID.

Consultation strategy:
The Program has a range of communication and consultation strategies for each specific
management activity, in accordance with the DPI-Lands Strategic Plan which aims to build
“productive partnerships with business, industry, research institutions and the community
to accelerate opportunities and maximise benefits” by for example ‘building and fostering
positive relationships, and accountable and responsive communication approaches’. This
is achieved by the Program in ways such as the following:
•

Bushfires – All bushfire mitigation related activities on Crown land are developed in
consultation with the State Bushfire Co-ordination Committee and Local Bushfire
Management Committees, landholders and local governments.

•

Contaminated Lands – All contamination mitigation activities on Crown land are
developed in consultation with the Inter-agency Contaminated Land Management
Strategic Liaison Group, the Crown Lands Contaminated Management Project
Control Group, and individual project control groups for individual sites all of which
have established consultation strategies and often include direct representatives
from other agencies and groups like the Environmental Protection Authority and
community groups.

•

Development proposals and planning instruments – there is regular and frequent
consultation with other agencies like the Department of Planning and Environment,
local governments via specialised bodies like Joint Regional Planning Panels.
There are also established protocols and procedures regarding the consultation of
adjoining landowners, and development proponents.
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Existing or proposed program pricing strategy:
There is no existing pricing strategy except in respect of certain fees for planning and
assessment activities.
The program produces mostly public benefits, via a reduction in negative externality
‘spillovers’ and in creation (or protection) of value to Crown land itself, noting that Crown
land is held to maximise community welfare, either through permitting additional uses, or
protecting biodiversity. Crown land is retained for the benefit of the entire NSW community
and the management of land is a necessary feature to maximise social welfare.
Application of the Productivity Commission’s cost recovery principles to the existing
Program indicates that the cost of program services provided should not be recovered.
The pathway through the cost recovery decision framework is represented as 1, 2b, 3, 4,
6, 7, 10b, 11, 12, recommending provision with no cost recovery (see Appendix A).
However, as the value of benefits from planning and assessment activities are mostly
private, an alternative approach of recovering costs is used. The pathway through the cost
recovery decision framework for this private benefit portion of costs is represented as 1,
2b, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10a, 11, 13a, 15, recommending provision with cost recovery via a fee on
individuals or firms set at fully distributed cost (see Appendix A).
Key performance measures:
Output measures and indicators:
Bushfires
NSW 2021:
• Goal 28.2.4 - Increase the number of properties protected from bushfire across the
State.

•

Goal 28.2.5 - Increase the annual average level of hazard reduction activities
across the State.

DPI – Lands targets for these two goals, as outlined in the Rural Fire Service State Plan
Report are: 18,854 properties protected; and 2,783.5 ha per year of hazard reduction.
Weeds and Pests
• Funding for Weeds and Pest control on Crown lands varies annually depending on
how much is allocated out of the Public Reserves Management Fund Program
(PRMF). Targets for this program activity therefore cannot be based on fixed
quantities like hectares of land to be treated. Proxy KPMs for monitoring
effectiveness and efficiency, include the following:
•

spend the total funding allocated out of the PRMF in the relevant financial year,

•

meet all performance standards set out in the DPI-Lands Strategic Plan,

•

respond in writing to 100% of all notifications about weed and pest infestations on
Crown lands within 28 days of receipt,

•

undertake follow-up inspections of all treated sites within 12 months of the
treatment activity,

•

report back to the administrators of the PRMF on 100% of all funded activities
within 14 months of the date funding was allocated.

Compliance
The Program aims to ‘risk assess’ 100 per cent of breach reports and to commence
appropriate action within statutory timeframes such as investigation and prosecution. The
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volume of breach reports varies annually but are managed in accordance with the
standards set out in DPI-Lands Strategic Plan which aims for example to “optimise
benefits from lands and forests”, “mitigate and manage risks from use of land and water”,
and “improve sustainable access to natural resources for commercial and recreational
pursuits”.
Contaminated Lands
The Program aims to remediate 3 high risk sites a year which for 2015 includes the
Urunga Antimony Mine Site, the Coffs Harbour Slipway and Mt Costigan mine site.
Landowners Use Planning and Assessment

•

The Program aims to assess 100 per cent of determinations within 15 business
days of applications for landowner’s consents not requiring the creation of a new
tenure or native title considerations; where a new tenure is required: within 10
business days of tenure commencement; where native title action is required:
within 15 business days of confirming the resolution of native title issues.

•

95 per cent of land assessment waivers are to be approved within 28 days of
drafting.

•

95 per cent of planning reviews are to be completed, where proper and timely
notification has been given, within deadlines set by councils for receipt of
comments. Otherwise within 21 days of receipt by the relevant divisional business
unit.

Removal of dangerous trees
The number of trees removed as part of the Program varies annually depending on issues
like the number of major storm events (e.g. the Hunter storm event in April 2015), the
number of notifications received and the amount of available funding allocated to this
program from the PRMF and from internal budget allocations. Overall standards are set
by the DPI-Lands Strategic Plan which aims for example to “optimise benefits from lands
and forests”, “mitigate and manage risks from use of land and water”, and “improve
sustainable access to natural resources for commercial and recreational pursuits”.
Targets for this activity therefore cannot be based on fixed quantities like number of trees
to be removed. Proxy KPMs for monitoring effectiveness and efficiency, include:
•

spend total funds allocated from PRMF and internal budget to tree removal
activities,

•

meet all performance standards set out in the DPI-Lands Strategic Plan,

•

respond in writing to 100% of all notifications about dangerous trees within 28 days
of receipt,

•

inspect and risk-assess all dangerous trees within 28 days of notification,

•

remove 100% of all trees assessed as “high risk” within 60 days of notification.

•

Reallocation of budget funding to address major risks resulting from significant
storm events (e.g. Hunter)

Rubbish removal
The number and areas of dumping sites remediated varies annually depending on the
number of notifications received and available funding allocated out of the PRMF or from
internal budget allocations. Overall standards are set by the DPI-Lands Strategic Plan
which aims for example to “optimise benefits from lands and forests”, “mitigate and
manage risks from use of land and water”, “protect the economy, environment and
community from biosecurity risks” and “improve sustainable access to natural resources
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for commercial and recreational pursuits”.
Targets for this activity therefore cannot be based on fixed quantities like hectares of land
to be treated or cubic metres of rubbish to be removed. Proxy KPMs for monitoring
effectiveness and efficiency include the following:
•

spend the total funding allocated out of the PRMF and internal budget allocation in
the relevant financial year,

•

meet the all performance standards set out in the DPI-Lands Strategic Plan,

•

respond in writing to 100% of all notifications about rubbish within 28 days of
receipt,

•

inspect all notified sites within 28 days of notification,

•

report back to the PRMFP on 100% of all funded activities within 14 months of the
date funding was allocated.

•

All high risk ranked sites treated as a priority

Outcome measures and indicators:
The objective of the Program is to ensure the Department of Primary Industries-Lands
(DPI-Lands) meets its legal and social obligations as a landowner relating to issues like
bushfire, contaminated lands and planning consents and reviews. The case for
government intervention in the management of Crown land rests on avoiding additional
internal and externality costs associated with increased risks associated with fire, weeds
and pests, contamination and unchecked or poorly planned development that would
impact both Government and the NSW community.
One of the outcomes measured is the number of complaints from neighbours of Crown
land (captured through the complaints management system the Crown Lands Information
Database (CLID) which records the nature of each complaint, its seriousness and
location). There are also separate complaints databases for specific activities within the
Program like bushfire control. In line with the DPI-Lands Strategic Plan, this Program
aims to reduce complaints and improve the complaints handling processes. In addition to
using the volume and quality of complaints recorded in the above systems as outcome
metrics, the socio-economic impact of issues like bushfire, pests and weeds,
contamination and development associated with Crown land, users and occupiers of
Crown land and on neighbouring individuals and communities could be measured through
issues like customer satisfaction surveys. The DPI-Lands Strategic Plans aims to
“increase customer satisfaction” and aims for a “20% increase in stakeholder satisfaction
index”.
Another possible way to measure outcomes of the Program would be through random
sample of less than one per cent of Crown land sites under the management of the
Program that could be audited by an independent auditor. Such an audit would measure
compliance with current legislation and highlight any significant risks to the program’s
management team. The aim would be ensure the Program is enabling DPI-Lands to
achieve 100 per cent legislative compliance.
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Option 2.

Description:

Transfer of
certain functions
to other agencies

This option proposes that where appropriate, responsibility for certain Crown land
management activities be transferred to other Departments where operational synergies
and economies of scale might achieve Program objectives in a more efficient and effective
manner.
Bushfire mitigation is an activity that could be transferred to the Rural Fire Service (RFS).
If this option was implemented, responsibility for management of fire trails on Crown land
would be taken over by the RFS, possibly taking advantage of their existing on-the ground
expertise and superior knowledge and skills in relation to bushfire threats and mitigation
methods. RFS is however a regulatory authority for fire trails and not a construction
authority and its ability to do what DPI-Lands currently does would require additional
resources.
A second possible candidate for transfer would be pest and weed management activities
which could be transferred to Local Government or even Local Land Services who have
expert knowledge in relation to weed and pest control in relation to agricultural production.
A third possible candidate for transfer would be activities relating to the remediation of
abandoned mine sites on Crown land. Responsibility for these activities could be
transferred to the Derelict Mines Program managed by the Division of Resources and
Energy who have expert knowledge of derelict mining sites.
Disadvantages: There would be disadvantages to transferring any of the above three
activities to other agencies, mainly because in dispersing responsibility there would be a
decline in the ability of DPI-Lands to manage Crown land in an integrated and coordinated fashion.
The current Program centralises the monitoring, inspection,
identification and mitigation of a variety of hazards and risks on Crown lands and regional
officers often carry out multiple functions and share information about specific sites.
There would therefore be additional costs arising from having to co-ordinate and
communicate with external agencies in relation to land for which DPI-Lands has direct
management responsibility. In addition there is a cost-shifting factor involved; although
some savings might be achieved in the longer term, in the short term the costs involved in
transferring responsibilities would be relatively significant. In all probability any savings to
Government as a whole would be minimal especially considering the fact that some of the
core business of the relevant agencies is not land management per se but more geared
towards regulation.
Resourcing requirements:
The resourcing requirements on DPI-Lands would be less than are currently required in
the long-run, because the agency would not have to devote resources to these particular
Program activities. However there would be initial costs associated with transferring each
activity.
The Program would have reduced staff numbers and a smaller budget. Staff costs would
fall from the current 54 FTE to 33 FTE, and the estimated staff budget of $7m per annum
would fall to about $4.3m per annum.
Note, however, that compensating increases in the budget of those agencies receiving the
transferred function would offset any savings in DPI-Lands. A whole of government
assessment has not been made, but would likely see no overall change in the cost of
achieving the objective.
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Governance arrangements:
The same governance arrangements as discussed in Option 1 would continue apply to
the Program except for those activities transferred to other agencies, in which case
specific governance arrangements in those agencies would apply.
Consultation strategy:
The consultation strategies discussed in Option 1 would apply, to the Program except for
those activities transferred to other agencies, in which case specific consultation
strategies as developed in those agencies would apply.
Existing or proposed program pricing strategy:
The same as in Option 1.
Key performance measures:
The KPMs discussed in Option 1 would continue to apply to the Program except in
relation to those activities transferred to other agencies, in which case similar KPMs but
tailored to those agencies would apply.
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Option 3.

Description:

Legislative
reform and the
establishment of
a business
centre

This option proposes two measures in relation to the land planning and assessment
activities functions within the Program.
(a) This measure suggests legislative amendments to eliminate the current requirement
under Crown Lands Act 1989 for land assessments (which duplicate planning controls and
functions under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979) and to reduce the
requirement on proponents to seek landowner consent from the Crown (where a proposed
development on Crown land is consistent with the tenure and/or reserve purpose and is
low-risk). This measure would significantly reduce costs and processing times for many
development proponents and is currently proposed as part of the legislative reforms
arising from the Crown Lands Management Review.
(b) The second proposed measure suggests establishing a business centre to investigate
and assess remaining landowner (high-risk) consent applications, development
applications and proposed planning instruments affecting Crown land. Setting up a
dedicated business centre would take the burden off regional staff and concentrate
expertise. Such a business centre would streamline processes and create efficiencies
which are currently not being delivered through the current regional program delivery
model. Such business centres have already been established in relation to other DPILands programs and have been found to be very efficient.
Resourcing requirements:
The resourcing requirements would be Less than in Option 1. The business centres
established for other DPI-Lands programs provide strong models for expected resourcing
requirements. Program activities which have been placed in the business centres such as
the transfer of roads, the granting and renewal of telecommunication tower tenures,
licences, reserve trust appointments, third-party conveyancing searches provide good
models of expected savings and resourcing requirements for this option. It is expected
that the business centre option would save the current Program 10 FTEs alone, reducing
the number of required FTEs to 44, with a corresponding reduction in the estimated staff
budget to$5.7m per annum.
Governance arrangements:
Same as option 1. Additional arrangements for the new business unit with additional
protocols developed for interaction between business centres and other parts of DPILands as has already been put in place. New legislation reforms would improve the
governance of business processes. Fewer delegations, oversight, administrative steps
would be required to process applications.
Consultation strategy:
The same consultation strategies as discussed in Option 1 would apply to the Program
except for those activities eliminated from the Program or transferred to a business centre,
in which case new specific consultation and internal consultation protocols might need to
be developed.
Existing or proposed program pricing strategy:
The same as in option 1.
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Key performance measures: KPMs
The same as in Option 1 but with new KPMs to take account of the decreased legislative
planning and assessment changes.
The KPMs discussed in Option 1 would continue to apply to the Program except in
relation to those activities transferred to the business centre, in which case similar KPMs
but tailored to the business centre would have to be developed.
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Step 3 – Options Assessment
Shortlist options by qualitatively listing below the benefits and costs of each option relative to the base case of ‘no program’. If the program contains
sub-components, it may be easier to consider the benefits and costs of each subcomponent.
Benefits

Option 1.

•

Existing Crown
Land
Management
Program

•
•

•

Option 2.

•

Transfer of
certain functions
to other
agencies

•

Costs

Qualitative assessment of net impact

Mitigating risks from bushfire that impact •
the public and users and occupiers of
Crown land.
Preserving the values of Crown land and
existing infrastructure for the benefit of
NSW Government and community.
Preventing reputational damage to NSW •
Government and the risk of litigation
against NSW Government for failure to
comply with legislation.
Improved economic efficiency from
ensuring developments on or near
Crown land are appropriate.

The current Program has
approximately 54 full time equivalent
staff, at an estimated budget of $7m
per annum. In addition, operating
expenses/other funding amounts to
approximately $9.5m per annum.
Total program cost of $16.5m p.a.

Currently provides a net benefit.
Aligns with the principles of Crown lands
management set out in the Crown Lands
Management Act 1989

•

DPI-Lands cost of to be less than
Option1 above.
However, whole of government costs
likely to be unchanged.
NSW community costs may increase
due to complexity of disparate
delegated functions.
Total cost of this option would be
$13.8m p.a.

Estimated to provide a net cost.
Loss of integration and co-ordination
entails that the benefits would probably be
outweighed by the costs.

The benefits of Option 1 outlined above
would still be provided.
However, the level of benefit is expected
to be lower due to potentially
uncoordinated activities and lack of
integrated land management.

•
•
•

Ranking 2

Ranking 3
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Option 3.

•

Legislative
reform and the
establishment of
a business
centre

•
•
•
•
•

The benefits of Option 1 outlined above
would still be provided.
In addition, streamlined administrative
processes would provide the following
benefits.
Flow-on economic growth potential by
reducing the burden on proponents.
Reduced market distortion by less
government intervention.
Flow-on reputational benefits to
government by reduction of red tape.
More efficient utilisation of existing staff
knowledge and resources.

•
•

•
•

This proposal would reduce the
number of staff required by the
Program by about 10 FTEs.
There would be some initial but
nominal establishment costs in
setting up a business centre but this
is mitigated by the fact that there is
an existing centre with administrative
functions for other programs within
DPI-Lands.
Reduced costs to the public to obtain
development consents.
Total cost of this option would be
$15.2m p.a.

Estimated to provide a net benefit. The
net benefit is estimated to be greater than
the case in Option 1.
Ranking 1
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Appendix A: Cost Recovery Decision Framework
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Appendix B: Description of Program Activities
The NSW community and environment faces risks arising from Crown land like bushfire, pests and weeds,
land and water contamination, illegal dumping and risks from unchecked or poorly planned developments and
planning instrument changes. The Crown Land Management Program is broken down into 10 activities each
of which reduces the above kinds of risks to people, property and natural heritage located directly on or nearby
to Crown land.

1. Bushfire Risk Mitigation
This program activity manages about 2500 km of registered fire trails approximately 75% of which are listed
as Essential or Important on the RFS Fire Trail register. There are also 920ha of Crown land used for Asset
Protection Zones (APZs: areas around assets cleared of vegetation to minimise fire risk from adjacent
bushland) which provide fire protection directly to 25,754 properties3. At a conservative estimate of $300,000
for each property, and assuming the program reduces fire damage by 0.5% of total value, the APZ program
alone will save the NSW economy roughly $38 million this fire season. For example, in 2014 a bush fire at
Gordon Young Drive, South West Rocks burnt through 119 ha with the potential to impact 232 properties.
Assuming private properties were worth $300,000 and that Crown land APZs in the area saved 0.5% of
potentially affected properties this program activity saved the local economy $348,000.

2. Weeds & Pests
This program activity is based on funding from the Public Reserves Management Fund (PRMF). In 2015, this
program activity facilitated weed and pest control activities on 112 reserves. Assuming the average area of
each reserve is 84ha, this program activity contributed to the reduction of weeds and pests on 15,120ha of
Crown land. Weeds alone cost agricultural production in NSW $576 million a year.4

3. Contaminated Land
This program activity manages 1,300 terrestrial and 1200 submerged contaminated sites which pose
unacceptable risks to community and environmental health from carcinogens like arsenic and asbestos and
other toxins like mercury, antimony and lead. This program activity assesses the risk posed by each site and
reduces risk to high risk sites by for example putting up signs or undertaking full remediation works of which
there are currently 25. Without this program activity, the release of carcinogenic compounds and toxins into
the environment would increase the risk of cancer and other health problems, decrease the amenity of local
bushland, and have negative impacts on flora and fauna. Abandoned mines illustrate the scale of the problem
being addressed. One study of 1,000 sites closed across Australia between 1981 and 2005 found 75% were
unplanned with environmental impacts from issues like acid mine drainage and other hazardous substances.5
For example, a derelict antimony processing site at Urunga originally abandoned by the owners in 1974 is
being remediated by this program activity. Wastewater and tailings including heavy metals, arsenic, antimony
and mercury will be prevented from spreading into adjacent protected wetlands by the remediation of about 4
hectares of Crown land.

3

Properties that are ‘directly’ provided fire protection are deemed to be within 100 metres of the Asset Protection Zone.
The economic impact of weeds in Australia. Cooperative Research Centre for Weeds Management. 2004. The 2004 National figure
of $2.5 billion has been adjusted to current 2016 value and then multiplied by 18% which is roughly NSW’s percentage share of
national agricultural production.
5
Laurence, D, 2011. Establishing a Sustainable Mining Operation: An Overview, Journal of Cleaner Production, 19, pp 278-284.
4
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4. Landowner’s Consents
Without this program activity 586 developments on Crown land in 2015 would not have proceeded.
Conservatively estimating the value of each development approved at $100,000 entails that the program
enabled $58.6 million worth of development in 2015. Projects typically assessed include upgrades to
residential and commercial buildings, facilities like surf clubs, showgrounds, race courses and environmental
conservation works. One example was the consent given to a $7 million marina development at Trinity Point
on Lake Macquarie and a $1.3 million sports facility at Albury.

5. Reviews of Development Applications
Reviews of Development Applications (DAs), Environmental Impact Statements (EISs), and of Reviews of
Environmental Factors (REFs) are undertaken to safeguard the economic, environmental and social values of
Crown land. This program activity prevents negative impacts to Crown land from developments on nearby
sites. One example is the review of the Whitehaven Coal Vickery Extension at Boggabri in 2015. The
program discovered that the Preliminary Environmental Assessment failed to consider the impact on several
travelling stock reserves, Crown roads, and a reserve for environmental protection. The program activity
potentially prevented serious reputational damage to NSW Government. 6 In 2015, there were 160 REFs and
146 DAs reviewed.

6. Reviews of Proposed Planning Instruments
This program activity reviews draft environmental planning instruments like Local Environmental Plans upon
referral from the relevant government agencies. The program aims to protect the financial, environmental and
social values of the Crown estate and notifies planning authorities about required amendments. In 2015 740
new planning instruments relating to developments adjoining Crown land were reviewed in this program.
Without this program activity the Government would be exposed to costly litigation for failing to meet its
statutory and general legal obligations as statutory authority. The economic cost to the State of such litigation
is inestimable.

7. Land Assessments
A formal land assessment or waiver is required under Part 3 of the Crown Lands Act 1989 before Crown land
can be leased, sold or otherwise dealt with. In most cases the requirement is waived to avoid duplication of
the EP&A Act. Because this program activity often duplicates the function of the EP&A Act the scale of the
issues actually addressed are small.

8. Dangerous Trees
In 2015, the Dangerous Trees component of the Program undertook works on 723 dangerous trees across the
State. These trees posed a risk to individuals or property on or adjacent to Crown land. Without this program
serious damage to at least one property amounting to $100,000 or the equivalent in personal injury
damages would probably have occurred in addition to a loss of Government’s reputation. For example in
2015 in the wake of the Hunter Region storm this program activity removed 480 dangerous trees which would
otherwise have posed unacceptable risks to the individual lives.

9. Removal of Dumped Rubbish
Sites containing illegally dumped rubbish pose ongoing risk to health and safety to recreational users of Crown
land and the wider community. Contaminants can also enter water sources. In 2014/15 this program activity
oversaw the rehabilitation of 95 dumping sites. Without this program activity illegally dumped rubbish would
continue to accumulate on Crown land. For example in 2015 this program activity removed illegally dumped
6

See article in The Land, 27 August 2008, by Lawson, A. and Thomson, P. Aug, 2008.
Farmhttp://www.farmonline.com.au/news/agriculture/cattle/general-news/dont-take-our-stock-routes/1255743.aspx
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asbestos and waste from Crown land at Pelaw Main, Cessnock. About 1.8km of fire trail was remediated and
338 tons of asbestos, 71 tons of recyclable materials like metals, bricks and concrete, 40 tons of building
rubble, 35 tons of general waste, 3 tons of green waste, 7 mattresses and 22 car tyres were removed. Without
this program activity there would be ongoing risks to the community from asbestos dust, sharp glass and
metal.

10. Compliance
In 2015, there were 222 alleged breaches of Crown lands legislation investigated mainly to relating to
unauthorised use and offences like illegal stock grazing, clearing, cultivation, enclosure, dumping and offences
connected with Crown roads. It is estimated that each breach represents on average a $10,000 cost to the
community in terms of the price of remediation. If the program did not investigate and prosecute breaches the
community cost would total about $2.22 million. For example in 2009, this program activity prosecuted a
landowner for illegal clearing along a Crown road which extended for approximately 1km averaging 30m in
width. The offenders were ordered by the Court to rehabilitate approximately ½ of the cleared road which
assuming rehabilitation costs of $5 per square metre saved the community 15,000 square metres x $5 =
$75,000.
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